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CONJUGACY CORRESPONDENCES:   A UNIFIED VIEW

BY

L. McLINDEN(l)

ABSTRACT.   As preparation for a duality theory for saddle programs, a

partial conjugacy correspondence is developed among equivalence classes of saddle

functions.   Three known conjugacy correspondences, including Fenchel's correspon-

dence among convex functions and Rockafellar's  extension of it to equivalence

classes of saddle functions, are shown to be degenerate special cases.   Additionally,

two new correspondences are brought to light as further special cases.   Various

questions are answered concerning the lower and upper closures and effective

domain of the resulting equivalence class, as well as the effect the correspondence

has on the related purely convex function and the subdifferential mapping.

Introduction.  Conjugacy correspondences are the fundamental vehicle for

applying the powerful concept of duality to extremum problems involving con-

vex functions or saddle functions. The most basic and probably most familiar

of these correspondences, and the one from which the others derive, is Fenchel's

conjugacy correspondence among convex functions [2], [3].  Other important

conjugacy correspondences are Rockafellar's extension of Fenchel's correspon-

dence to (equivalence classes of ) saddle functions [8] and the "partial" con-

jugacy correspondence relating convex functions to (equivalence classes of )

saddle functions (Rockafellar [9] ; see also Moreau [6] ).  A thorough treatment

of these three conjugacy correspondences in finite-dimensional spaces, together

with some of their applications to duality in convex extremum problems, can be

found in [10].   In the infinite-dimensional case, the convex conjugacy corre-

spondence is developed in Brjóndsted [1] and Moreau [7], while the partial

conjugacy and saddle conjugacy correspondences are presented in Rockafellar

[11]. The literature contains many related papers by these and other researchers

too numerous to mention here.

In this paper we develop in finite-dimensional spaces a new conjugacy corre-

spondence which includes the three mentioned above as degenerate special cases.
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It is a one-to-one symmetric correspondence among (equivalence classes of)

saddle functions.  It is basically an extension of Rockafellar's saddle conjugacy

correspondence to cover the cases in which not all of the arguments are operated

upon.  For a saddle function resulting from this new "partial" conjugacy operation,

we answer basic questions about its subdifferential, effective domain, lower and

upper closure, and the related purely convex function.  The proofs involve apply-

ing recent results concerning two dual ways of combining a saddle function with

a linear transformation [4], and as preliminary lemmas we establish two new re-

sults concerning these dual operations.

The principal goal of this paper is actually to provide some of the tools needed

for a perturbational duality theory for saddle programs paralleling Rockafellar's

for convex programs [10]. This theory is already available in preliminary form

[5]. By taking various coordinate spaces to be zero-dimensional, it includes

Rockafellar's theory as a degenerate special case.  A subsidiary goal here, however,

is to present a unifying framework which encompasses the three important con-

jugacy correspondences mentioned above.  This framework is provided by the new

partial conjugacy correspondence for saddle functions, again using the device of

taking various combinations of coordinate spaces to be zero-dimensional.  In addi-

tion to the three known correspondences, the framework also gives as degenerate

special cases two new conjugacy correspondences among saddle functions.

Results and discussion. The partial conjugacy correspondence developed here

deals with all the closed proper saddle functions defined on some fixed product

space Rß x Rv. The correspondence depends not only on the product representa-

tion Rß x Rv but also on a further representation of each of Rß and Rv as the

product of two spaces. Throughout, we consider as fixed the representations

Rß = UxX,      Rv = VxY,
where

U = RP,   V = R",   X = Rm,    Y = Rn,

and p, m, q, n  are nonnegative integers satisfying

p = p + m,      v = q + n.

Thus, we allow any of the factor spaces to be the degenerate zero-dimensional

topological vector space over the reals.  It will be helpful to use the notation

U' = Z,    V'= W,     X' = S,    Y' - T,
that is,

Z = RP,   W = Rq,   S = Rm,   T = R".

The central result of this paper is the following.  (The definitions used, unless

otherwise stated, are those in Rockafellar [10].)
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Theorem 1. Let M be a closed proper saddle function on (U x X) x

(V x. Y). For definiteness, suppose M is concave-convex.   Then the functions

Hx  and H2  defined by

Hx(z, y, w, x) = sup inf {(u, z) + (v, w) - M(u, x, v, y) }
V        u

and
H2(z, y, w, x) = inf sup {<«, z) + (v, w) - M(u, x, v, y) }

u      v~

belong to an equivalence class [H] of closed proper concave-convex functions on

(Z x Y) x (W x X), where [H] depends only on the equivalence class [M] con-

taining M. Moreover, for any element H of [H], the functions Mx  and M2

defined by

Mx (u, x, v, y) = sup inf {(z, u) + (w, v) - H(z, y, w, x) }
w    z

and

M2(u, x, v, y) = inf sup {<z, u) + <w, v) - H(z, y, w, x)}
z       w

belong to [M].

Note trivially that if  U (resp. V) is zero-dimensional, the expressions "infM",

"infz" and  "(u, z)" (resp. "supu", "supw" and  "<u, w>") can be omitted from

the formulas in the theorem.

Theorem 1 sets up a one-to-one symmetric correspondence between the

equivalence classes of closed proper concave-convex functions defined on

(U x X) x (V x Y) and those defined on  (Z x Y) x (W x X). We call it the

partial conjugacy correspondence for saddle functions.  The operation of passing

from [M] to [H] is called taking the partial conjugate of [M] in   U and  V,

and [H] itself is called the partial conjugate of [M] in  U and  V.  Note that,

given a closed proper concave-convex function M on Rß x Rv, there are many

different such partial conjugacy correspondences which can be applied to [M],

one for each of the different ways of representing Rß  and Rv as Rß =

UxX and R" = V x Y.

For the remainder of the paper we consider [M] and [H] fixed as in

Theorem 1.

Given the new correspondence established by Theorem 1, a number of

questions naturally arise concerning the nature of, and relationship between,

various objects associated with [H] and [M].  For example:  What are the least

and greatest elements of [H] ?  What is the relationship of the subdifferential of

[H] to that of [M], and similarly for effective domains and related convex

functions? These are questions which must be answered if one is to make extensive

use of the correspondence. Before dealing with them, though, we shall first give

examples describing how the three conjugacy correspondences mentioned in the

Introduction are included in this one.
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An observation needed for the first example is that closed proper convex

(or concave) functions can be viewed as closed proper saddle functions which are

degenerate in one of the two arguments, and vice versa.  Indeed, suppose that /

is any closed proper convex function on   V.  Then   V can be identified with

X x V, where X is the degenerate zero-dimensional space, and / can be

identified with the function K on X x V given by K(x, v) = f(v). The fact

that / is closed proper convex with effective domain  dom / implies easily that

K is closed proper concave-convex with effective domain X x dom /.  This

procedure can also be reversed, starting with a closed proper concave-convex

function K on X x V, where X is zero-dimensional. Notice that such a

saddle function K is both concave-closed and convex-closed, and hence is

necessarily the unique element of its equivalence class [K].  By abusing notation

somewhat, we can thus write [K] = / to describe the above situation.

Example 1 (Fenchel's conjugacy correspondence for convex functions).

Suppose  U, X and  Y are all zero-dimensional and that M is given by

M(u, x, v, y) = f(v),

where / is a closed proper convex function on   V.  Then for i ■ 1   and 2,

H fis, y, w, x) = sup {(u, w)-f(v)} =f*(w)

and
M fid, x, v, y) = sup {(w, v) - f*(w)} = f(v).

w

In other words, the correspondence [Ai] «-» [H] reduces to / «-» /*.

For the remaining examples we need an elaboration of the observation above.

Namely, in a saddle function (and hence, by the previous observation, in a con-

cave or convex function) one can add or delete "trivial" arguments without

affecting the properties of being closed and proper, where a "trivial" argument

is one ranging over a zero-dimensional space. To illustrate, consider a closed

proper concave-convex function L- on (U x X) x Y, where  U is zero-dimen-

sional. Then the function K on X x Y given by K(x, y) = L(u, x, y) is

closed proper concave-convex on X x Y.  Clearly this procedure can also be

reversed in order to add a trivial argument.  By abusing notation again, we can

describe this situation by writing [L] = [K].

In the next example and subsequently, we use the lower and upper bar

notation to denote the least and greatest elements of an equivalence class of

saddle functions. Thus, if K is a saddle function, then K is the least, and

K the greatest, element of [A'].

Example 2 (Rockafellar's conjugacy correspondence for saddle functions).

Suppose  X and   Y are zero-dimensional and that M is given by

M(u, x, v, y) = K(u, v),
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where   K   is a closed proper concave-convex function on   U x V.   Then

Hx(z, y, w, x) = sup inf {<«, z> + <i>, w> - K(u, v)}= K*(z, w),
V      u

H2(z, y, w, x) = inf sup {du, z) + <v, w) - K(u, v)} = K*(z, w),
U V

and
Mx(u, x, v, y) = sup inf [<z,u) + <w, v) - K*(z, w)} = K(u, v),

w     z

M2(u, x, v, y) = inf sup {<z, u > 4- <w, u> - K*(z, w) } = K(u, v).
z      w

(To justify the use of  K and   AT in the last two formulas, we have made

use of Theorem 2 below, which identifies the least and greatest elements of an

equivalence class obtained by partial conjugacy.)   In other words, the corre-

spondence [M] «-» [H]   reduces to   [K] ♦-> [K*].

For the next example we introduce some terminology.   According to

Theorem 34.2 of [10]   (or Theorem 4 of [11]), the closed proper convex

functions /on   X x W  and the equivalence classes   [K]   of closed proper

concave-convex functions on   X x V  are in one-to-one correspondence via

the "partial conjugacy" formulas

f(x, w) = sup {(u, w) - K(x, v) }   and K(x, v) = sup {<w, u> - f(x, w) }.
V w

We shall call the / related to   [K]   in this manner the convex parent of

[K]   and denote it by  fK.   A similar one-to-one correspondence is established

between the equivalence classes   [K]   as above and the closed proper concave

functions g  on  S x V by means of tiie formulas

g(s, v) = inf {Of, s) - K(x, v) }   and   K(x, v) = inf i<s, x) - g(s, v) }.
X s

We shall call the  g   related to   [K]   in this manner the concave parent of

[K]   and denote it by gK.   Note that this usage of the terms "convex parent"

and "concave parent" differs by some minus signs from the usage in Rockafellar

[9].   The connection between the parents just defined and the bifunction

terminology and   £2(#)   notation employed in Theorem 34.2 of [10] is simply

described:  fK   satisfies the relation   fK(x, w) = (Fx) (w), where  F  is the

convex bifunction from   X to   W  corresponding to   [K]   by means of the

formula   f2(F) = [K], while  gK   satisfies the relation  gK(s, v) = (F*v) (s),

where  F*   is the concave bifunction from   F  to   S   (the adjoint of F)

corresponding to   [K]   by means of the formula   Sl(F *) = [AT].   The next

example shows how the partial conjugacy correspondences just described are

included in the new one.

Example 3 (Correspondence between saddle functions and purely

convex or purely concave functions).   Suppose first that   U  and   Y  are zero-
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dimensional and that  M  is given by  M(u, x, v, y) = K(x, v), where   A   is a

closed proper concave-convex function on   X x V.   Then for   i = 1 and 2,

H¡(z, y, w, x) = sup {(v, w) - K(x, v)} = fK(x, w)
v

and

Mj(u, x, v, y) = sup {(w, u> - fK(x, w)} = K(x, v).
w

(The use of K here follows by Theorem 2 below.)   Thus, [M] *-> [H]   re-

duces to   [A] «-» fK.   On the other hand, suppose that   X  and   V  are zero-

dimensional and  M  is given by  M(u, x, v, y) = L(u, y), where   A   is a closed

proper concave-convex function on   U x Y.   Then for   i = 1   and   2,

H¡(z, y, w, x) = inf {(u, z) - L(u, y)} = gL(z, y)

and _

M fid, x, v, y) = inf {<z, u) - gL(z, y)} = L(u, y).
z

(The element  L   is justified by Theorem 2.)   Thus, [M] «-» [H]   reduces to

[£] *-» «l-

An examination of the various other possible ways of picking some of

the coordinate spaces   U, X, V and   Y  to be zero-dimensional reveals

basically two new (nontrivial) conjugacy correspondences.   Both relate saddle

functions to saddle functions.

Example 4.   Suppose   U  is zero-dimensional and  M  is given by

M(u, x, v, y) = P(x, v, y), where   P  is closed proper concave-convex on   X x

(V x Y).   Then the equivalence class   [H]   is of the form   H(z, y, w, x) =

Q(y, w, x), where   Q   is closed proper concave-convex on   Y x (W x X).   For

each element  P   of   [P]   the function

(y, w, x) —+ sup {<v, w) - P(x, v, y)}
v ~

belongs to   [Q], while for each element   Q   of   [Q]   the function

(x, v, y) —► sup {<w, v) - Q(y, w, x)}
w

belongs to   [P].   From Theorem 2 it follows, moreover, that

Q(y, w, x) = sup {(v, w) - P(x, v, y) }

and _
P(x, v, y) = sup {(w, v) - Q(y, w, x)}.

w

Example 5.  Suppose  Y is zero-dimensional and M is given by

M(u, x, v, y) = P(u, x, v), where  P  is closed proper concave-convex on

(U x X) x V.   Then the equivalence class   [H]   is of the form  H(z, y, w, x)=

Q(z, w, x), where   Q   is closed proper concave-convex on   Z x (W x X).   For

each element  P   of   [P]   the functions
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Qx(z, w, x) - sup inf {<u, z) + (v, w) - P(u, x, v)},
V       u

Q2(z, w, x) = inf   sup {<«, z> + <u, w) - P(u, x, v)}
U V

belong to   [Q], while for each   Q G [Q]    the functions

Px{u, x, v) = sup   inf {<z, u) + (w, v) - Q(z, w, x) },
w       z

P2(u, x, v) = inf   sup  «z, u) + (w, v) - Q(z, w, x)}
z        w

belong to   [P].   It follows from Theorem 2 that actually   Q2 = Q   and   Px =

P.

We turn now to the questions mentioned following Theorem 1.   These

are answered by the next four theorems.   From them the reader can easily

deduce as corollaries assertions about the five "degenerate" conjugacy corre-

spondences given in Examples 1-5.   In the case of the three known correspon-

dences (Examples 1 -3), the resulting corollaries are known theorems.

The first of these theorems identifies the "extreme" elements of an

equivalence class resulting from the partial conjugacy operation. For convenience,

in the formulas we employ some new notation.  Namely, if f(p, x)  is any func-

tion which is convex or concave in  x   for each fixed   p   (thought of as a

parameter), then for each   p   the closure (in the sense of convex function

theory) of f(p, •)  evaluated at x is denoted by  clxf(p, x).

Theorem 2.   The least element  H  and greatest element  H of   [H]

are given by

H(z, y, w, x) = sup cl,. inf {<«, z> + (v, w) - M(u, x, v, y)}
V u

and

H(z, y, w, x) = inf cl   sup{<w, z> + <x>, w) - M(u, x, v, y)},
u V

where M   is any element of   [M].

Trivially, if X (resp. Y)   is zero-dimensional the closure operation "cL"

(resp. "cly") can be omitted from the formula for  H (resp. H).   These

closure operations cannot be omitted in the general case, however.   (For

example, consider   [M]   of the form  M(u, x, v, y) = K(x, v), where   U  is

not zero-dimensional and K is closed proper concave-convex with dorrijA^X.)

The next theorem characterizes the subdifferential of  [H]. Roughly

speaking, dH is the " partial inverse" of dM.
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Theorem 3. 77ie condition (z, s, w, t) G dM(u, x, v, y) is equivalent to

the condition  (u, - t,v,~ s)& dH(z, y, w, x). Moreover, these conditions imply

for any element M of [M]   and any element H of [H]   that

(i)  (u, v) is a saddle point of <•, z> + <•, w) -M(\ x, •, y);

(ii) (z, w) is a saddle point of <•, «> + <•, u> - H(\ y, ; x); and

(iii) M(u, x, v, y) + H(z, y, w, x) = (id, z) + (v, w).

Condition (i) of Theorem 3 implies that the extrema appearing in the defini-

tions of Hx and H2   are attained by (u, v). In fact, it is not hard to show (cf.

Theorem 6 of [4] ) that the pair (u, v) actually yields attainment of the extrema

involved in H and H in a certain natural sense. Of course, similar remarks

apply to condition (ii) and the functions MX,M2,M and M.

It follows immediately from Theorem 3 that the projection of dom dH on-

to  Y x X is the same (modulo the isometry (y, x) —► (x, y)) as the projec-

tion of dom dM onto X x Y.  The next theorem says that the same result

holds for effective domains.

Theorem 4.  The projections of donijAi and dom2H onto X are equal,

and the projections of dom2M and domxH onto  Y are equal.

Finally, the effect of partial conjugacy on concave and convex parents can

be simply described.

Theorem 5. The convex and concave parents of [M] and [H[ satisfy

the identities

fH(z> y< v,s) = - gM(z, - s, v, y)

and

gH(u, t, w,x) = - fM(u, x, w, - t).

This theorem says basically that the convex (resp. concave) parent of [H]

is the same (modulo minus signs and reordering variables) as the concave (resp.

convex) parent of [M].

A similar assertion can be established relating the ordinary conjugate   [H*]

of  [H]   to   [Ai].  It is that the (ordinary) conjugate of [H]   is the same

(modulo minus signs and reordering variables) as the partial conjugate of [M]

in X and  Y.  The implications of this are important for developing a duality

theory for saddle programs [5].

Proofs.  In the proofs of Theorems 1-5, extensive use will be made of those

theorems of [4] which concern two dual ways of combining a saddle function

with a linear transformation.  But before we can apply those results, we need to

dualize the hypothesis on which they depend, thereby converting it into a form
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we can verify.   For this it is convenient to introduce the notions of "re-

cession function" and "recession cone" for a saddle function.

First, recall the definitions of these terms as used in convex function theory.

The recession function of a proper convex function / is the function

(rec /) (y) = sup i/O' + v) - f(y')\y ' G dorn / } ,

while the recession cone of / is the set

rec cone / = {y\(iec f)(y) < 0 } .

Similarly, the recession function of a concave function g is the function

(rec g)(x) = inffeO*' + x) - g(x')\x' G dom g},

and the recession cone of g is the set

rec cone g = {x|(rec g) (x) > 0 }.

(This notation differs from that in [10].)

Now suppose A is a saddle function on Rm x R", where for definiteness

we suppose A is concave-convex. We define the convex recession function of

K to be the function

(rec2A)0) = sup {(rec K(x, •)) 0)1 x G ti(domxK)}

and the convex recession cone of A to be the set

rec cone2A = {y\(rec2K) (y) < 0}.

Similarly, we define the concave recession function of A to be the function

(recxK) (x) = inf {(rec K(-,y)) (x)\ y G ri(dom2A)}

and the concave recession cone of A to be the set

rec conetA = {x\(iecxK) (x) > 0} .

The main importance of the (concave and convex) recession functions of A

rests on the following fact.

Lemma 1 (Rockafellar [10, Theorem 37.2).  Assume K is a

closed proper concave-convex function on Rm xR".   Then

recxK = inf{<-, s)\s G donijA*}

and

rec2A = sup{<-, r>| t G dom2A*} .

From the lemma and Theorem 13.2 of [10] it follows that, when A is

closed and proper, the convex (resp. concave) recession function of A is a

positively homogeneous closed proper convex (resp. concave) function.  Further-

more, since  dom A* depends only on   [A], the lemma also shows that the

recession functions (and hence the recession cones) of A depend only on   [A].
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We are now ready to dualize the hypothesis involved in Theorems 4, 5 and

6 of [4].  This is done in the following easy result.

Lemma 2. Assume A is a closed proper concave-convex function on

Rm x R", and let A = Ax x A2  be a product linear transformation from

Rm x Rn   to Rp x Ri.   Then for j = 1   and 2,

(range Af) n -.(dom, A*) t* 0

occurs if and only if Aj1 {0} n (rec cone- A) is a subspace.  (Here A* is the

adjoint of A ■.)

Proof.  We prove the assertion only for / = 2, as the proof for / = 1   is

analogous.  Put L = range A*  and  D* = dom2A*.  Then we have to show

that L n ri D* =£ 0 if and only if Ll n (rec cone2A) is a subspace.  But

A n ri D* = 0 if and only if there exists a hyperplane separating L  and D*

properly, that is, if and only if there exists a y such that

inf {(y, t)\ t G L}   > sup{(y, t)\tGD*}

and

sup {(y. r>| r G ¿} > inf«y, *>| t GD*}.

Now  sup {{j-, i>| t G D*} = (rec2 A) (y)  and inf {<y, t)\tGD*}=- (iec2K)(-y)

by Lemma 1, and since L  is a subspace,

(0       if y GLL,
inf{(y, t)\tGL}=  \

(- °°  if j GLL,

and

(    0    if y G LL,
sup{<y, t)\tGL} = \

(+oo    if   j;^1.

Thus, L Orí D* =0 if and only if there exists a y G LL  such that (rec2K)(y)<

0 and  (rec2A) (- y) > 0.  Taking contrapositives, we obtain that L n ri D* ^

0 occurs if and only if L1 n (rec cone2 A) is closed under scalar multiplication

by - 1.  But since L1 and rec cone2 A are convex cones containing the

origin, this concludes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.  Define a product linear transformation A =

Ax x A2   and a saddle function  A by

Ax(z, v, y) = (z, y),    A2(w, u, x) = (w, x),

and

A(z, v, y, w, u, x) = <u, z) + (v, w) - M(u, x, v, y).
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Clearly A is closed proper concave-convex on (Z x V x Y) x (W x U x X).

The first half of the theorem will follow from Theorem 5 of [4], provided we

can show that  (range A*) n ri(dom A*) =£ 0 .  But for this, in view of Lemma

2 it suffices to show that AJ1 {0 }H (rec cone- A) is a subspace for / = 1   and

2.  Consider the case / = 2, and suppose  (v, y) G ú(dom2M). Then the func-

tion  (w, u, x) —► - M(u, x, v, y) is closed proper convex, and by Theorem

8.5 of [10] its recession function is never - °° and is given by  (w, u, x) —►

- (rec Af(-, m,v,y)) (u, x). Also, the function  (w, u, x) —► <u, z) + (u, w> is

closed proper convex and coincides with its recession function.  Hence Theorem

9.3 of [10] implies that the recession function of A(z, v, y, ', ', ')  is given by

(w, u, x) —► (id, z) + <u, w) - (rec Af(«, •, v, y))(u, x)

whenever  (v, y) G ú(dom2M), i.e. whenever  (z, v, y) G rí(domxK).  It follows

that  (w, u, x) G A21{0 } n (rec cone2A)   if and only if w = 0, x = 0  and

<iu, z)<(recM(-,-,v,y))(u, 0), VzGZ, V(u, y) G ri(dom2Al). But since

rec M(\ ',v,y) is never  + °° when  (v,y) G ri(dom2Af), in this last condition

we must also have u = 0. Therefore A2* {0 } D (rec cone2A) is actually

the nullspace.  By similar reasoning, A~xx {0} n (rec cone j A) is also the null-

space.  The first half of the theorem now follows by taking for   [H]   the

equivalence class   [.4A]   given by Theorem 5 of [4].

To prove the second half of Theorem 1, observe first of all that by the

part of the theorem already proved, the functions Mx   and Af2   defined in

the theorem (for every H in   [H]) belong to a single equivalence class   [N]

of closed proper concave-convex functions on  (U x X) x (V x Y).  To com-

plete the proof it suffices to show that   [N] = [Af].  This we shall do in several

steps.  First, we shall show that   [N] = [BL]   for appropriate  B and L.

Using this fact, we select a certain element TV of   [N]. The element Af is

shown to satisfy M <,N < Af, which implies that Af belongs to   [M].  From

this and the definition of equivalence class, it will follow that   [N] = [Af]. We

proceed now with the details.

Define a product linear transformation B = Bx x B2   and a saddle function

L by

Bx(u, w, u, x) = (u, x),      B2(v, z, v, y) = (v, y),

and

A(ïï, w, u, x, v, z, v, y) = <z, u - ü) + (w, v - U) + M(U, x, v, y),

where Af is any element of  [AÍ].  Clearly L  is closed proper concave-convex

on (U x W x U x X) x (V x Z x V x Y). Using the same technique as above,

one can easily show that for / = 1  and  2 the sets BJ1^} n (rec cone A) are
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nullspaces. Hence by Lemma 2 the hypothesis of Theorem 5 of [4] is again

satisfied. Let us show that the equivalence class [BL] given by that theorem

is exactly [N]. For this it suffices to show [BL] contains some element of

[N]. Now surely [N] contains the function N given by

N(u, x, v, y) = sup inf <(z, «> + (w, u>
w     z      \

- inf sup {dû, z) + do, w) - M(U, x, v, y) }>
u     57

= sup inf sup inf {<z, u - u~) + (w, v - U) + M(û, x, v, y) }
w     z     —     —

U       V

= sup inf sup inf {L(û, w, u, x, v, z, v, y)}.
w      *       U      V

But by Lemma 36.1 of [10], it is easy to see that N satisfies the inequality

sup inf     A < N(u, x, v, y) <     inf       sup      L.

BT^iu.x)   B^Çv.y) B2- (v,y) B\X («,*)

Since the two functions bounding N in this inequality are each in [BL], so is

N, and hence   [N] = [BL]. Now observe that the preceding inequality is also

valid with N replaced by N, where N is the following function (obtained

from N by commuting some "sup" and "inf operations):

N(u, x, v, y) = sup inf sup inf [L(u, w, u, x, v, z, v, y) }.
Z    v     w   z

Since N is concave-convex (as can be shown by repeated applications of

Theorems 5.5 and 5.7 of [10]), it follows that Ñ also belongs to   [BL], and

hence to   [N].

Finally, to complete the proof it suffices to show that M <N <M.

Since the entire argument of the preceding paragraph holds with an arbitrary

element Af of  [M]   in the definitions of A  and N, we can assume that

actually M = M. Thus, we have that   [N]   contains the function N given by

N(u, x, v, y) - sup inf sup inf {<z, u - w> + <w, v - v> +M(U, x, v, y)}.
u     v     w    z

Suppose u, x, v and y ate arbitrary but fixed, and define an auxiliary func-

tion p by

p(ü) = inf sup inf {(z, u-u) + <w, v-v) + M(û,x, v, y)}, V û~ G U.
-      w     z

Observe that

(-) Ñ(u, x, v, y) = sup {p(ü)| Ü G U(x) },
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where  U(x) = (ü G U\ (w, x) G donijAT}.  Indeed, if fïï, x) &domxM, then

Af fïï, x, ', •) = - oo so that p(u) = - °°. Thus,

(2) Ñ(u, x,v, y) = -<*> = M(u, x, v, y)

whenever   U(x) = 0.   Now assume   U(x) =£ 0.   For each   û~ G U(x),

M(17, x, ', ') is never - °° and

p(u) =    inf    sup inf {<z, u - û) + (w, v - v) + M(û, x, v, y)},
vBV(H)   w    z

where   V(u) = (u G V\ M(U, x, v, y) < + °°}. This implies that p(ü) = + °°

whenever   V(û) = 0.  Hence (1) implies that N(u, x, v, y) = + °° if there exists

a û G U(x) such that   V(ü) = 0 . But for such a U, M(U, x, v, y) = + °°

and hence  (v, y) G dom2M.  Therefore

(3) N(u, x.v.y) = + <*> = M(u, x, v, y)

whenever there exists a u" G U(x) suchthat   V(u) = 0. Finally, assume  U(x) #

0 and that   V(u) =£ 0 for every u~ G U(x). Then for each ü~ G U(x),

p(û)=    inf     {M(ü, x,v, y) + sup hw,v-v> + inf {dz, u-ü) m
vev(ü)   * w   l - »

Hence p(u) = - °° whenever «#ûê C/(x), while for u = u~G U(x) we have

that

p(«)=   inf    <M(«, x, v, y) + sup <w, u-U)}>

vBV(u) { w \

= inf {M(u, x, v, y)\ v G V(u) and ¡7 = v}

j + co if u ^ F(u),

( M(«, x, v, y) if u G F(m).

Hence (1) implies that in this case

N(u, x, v, y) = sup {p(ü)\ û G U(x) and ü = u }

ÍM(u, x, v, y) if uG U(x) and  v G V(u),

+ « if u G U(x) and  v G V(u),

if u £ {/(a:),

= A/(". ̂  ". 7)-

Combining this result with (2) and (3) yields

M(u, x, v, y) < N(u, x, v, y) < M(u, x, v, y)

in all three cases.  Since  u, x, v, and j"  were arbitrary, M <A^ < M is established

and Theorem 1 is proved.
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Observe that in the above proof, the reason for establishing   [N] = [BL]

was that it essentially allowed us to commute certain "sup" and "inf operations

for an element of  [N]   and have the resulting function N remain in   [N].

The proofs of the other theorems are shorter than that of Theorem 1. In

them we make use of the representation   [H] = [AK]   obtained in proving

Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. From the proof of Theorem 1 we know that   [H] =

[AK]. It therefore follows from Theorem 6 of [4] that the least element H

of  [77]   is given by the formula

Hfz, y, w, x) = sup cl(A2K(z, v, y, ; •, *))(w, x),
V

where A is any element of  [A]. We can surely confine our attention to those

K expressible as

A(z, v, y, w, u, x) = <u,z) + do, w) - M(u, x, v, y),

where M is an arbitrary element of  [M]. Suppose z, v and y are fixed, and

define

f(w, x) = (A2K(z, v,y,-, -, -))(w, x).

Then f(w, x) =fx(w) +f2(x), where

/. (w) = du, w),     f2(x) = inf {<u, z) -M(u, x, v,y)}.
u

Moreover, by considering the three cases (i) f2 = + *», (ii) f2  somewhere assumes

the value - °°, and (iii) f2  is proper, it is easy to see that (cl /) (w, x) =

fx(w) + (cl/2) (x).  Using the notation introduced preceding Theorem 2, we can

conclude that

(cl f)(w, x) = clx inf {du, z) + dv, w)-M (u, x, v,y)}.
u

Combining this formula with the above formula for H, we obtain that

H(z, y, w, x) = sup cl inf {du, z) + (v, w)-M (u, x, v, y) }
V u

for any element Af of  [M]. The proof of the formula for H is analogous.

Proof of Theorem 3.  From the proof of Theorem 1 we already have

that   [H] = [AK].  Moreover, Theorem 5 of [4] also gives the conjugacy formula

[//*] = [A*4*], while Theorem 4 of [4] gives the subdifferential formula

d(K*A*)(-,-)=AdK*(A*(-,-)). Since  dH* is the inverse of dH in the sense

of multivalued mappings (Theorem 37.5 of [10] ), it follows that (u, -t,v,~s)G

dH(z, y, w, x)  occurs if and only if (z, y, w, x) G dH*(u, -t,v,- s), which

occurs if and only if (z, y, w, x) = A(z, v, y, w, u, x) for some  u   and  v
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satisfying (z, v, y, w, u, x ) G dK*(A*(u, -t,v,- s)) that is, if and only if there

exist u and o such that (u, 0, - r, u, 0, - s) G dK(z, o, y,w,u, x). Now by

Theorem 37.4 of [10], this latter containment is equivalent to the condition that

(A(z, v,y,w,u,x)GR  and) the saddle function

K-{',(u, 0,-f» -<-,(w, 0,-s)>

have (z, v, y, w, ù, x) as a saddle point.  By the definition of A, it follows

that  (u, - t, v, - s) G dH(z, y, w, x) occurs if and only if there exist «   and

v  suchthat  (M(u,x, v,y) GR  and)

M(u, x, v, y) - du - u, z) - do - o,w)- dx - x, s)

< M(u, x, v, y) - du - u, z) - du - v, w)

<M(u, x,v,y)- du - u,z) - do' - v, w) - dy' - y, t)

for all (J, v,y) and all (w,u~, x). Now pick any (v',y')Gdom2M. Choosing v =

v  and y=y  in the above condition implies that

M(u, x, v, y) > a + du - u, z),    VF G Z,

where a is a certain real constant. If u were different from u, this would force

M(u, x, v, y) = + °°, contradicting (v,y) G dom2M Therefore in the above con-

dition we must actually have u = u, and similarly v =v. Hence, the condition

(u, -t,v,-s)G dH(z, y, w, x) is equivalent to the two inequality conditions

M(u, x, v, y) - dû - u, z) - dx - x, sX M(u, x, v, y),   V (ü, x),

and

M(u, x, v,y) <M(u, x, v,y)-du-v, w)-<y-y, f),    V(ü, y).

But by Theorem 37.4 of [10] once more, these last conditions are equivalent to

(z, s, w, t) G dM(u, x, v, y). This establishes the first assertion of the theorem.

Now observe that by choosing x = x and y=y in the last two inequality con-

ditions, we can deduce that

du, z) + dv, w) -M(u, x, v, y) <du,z) + dv, w) -M(u, x, v, y)

< dû, z) + do, w) -M(U, x, v, y)

for all u and all v, that is, the pair (u, v) forms a saddle point of the saddle

function (U, v) —> dû, z) + do, w) -M(u, x, ô~, y). Furthermore, from the definitions

of Hx and H2, it follows that the saddle value in this case is precisely equal to

H-(z, y, w, x) for / = 1 and 2. This establishes assertions (i) and (iii) for certain

elements of [M]  and [H]. The refinements to arbitrary elements of these

equivalence classes follows easily by Corollary 37.4.1 of [10].   Thus, only

assertion (ii) remains. But this follows from the part of the theorem already proved
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by interchanging the roles of  [Af]   and   [H]. because (by Theorem 1) the

equivalence class   [AÍ]   is the partial conjugate of  [H]   in Z and  W.

Proof of Theorem 4. From the proof of Theorem 1, we have   [H] =

[AK], and from Theorem 5 of [4] it follows that  dom H CA dom A.  Thus,

dom1/VC^1dom1A= {(z,y)\ (v,y)Gdom2M for some v}

and

dom2//C/l2dom2A= {(w,x)\(u,x)GdomxM for some u}.

These inclusions clearly imply

projyidomj/Y) C projy(dom2M)  and  proj^dom-j//) C proj^domjM).

On the other hand, since the partial conjugacy correspondence is involutory

(Theorem 1), we can interchange the roles of  [H]   and   [Af]   in the result just

established. This yields

proj^domjTli) CprojAr(dom2//)     and     proj r(dom2Af) C projyOdon^.//).

Together with the preceding inclusions, these establish the theorem.

For the proof of Theorem 5 we shall need several lemmas.

Lemma 3.  The closure of any convex function f satisfies

(cl f) (u) = sup inf {<û~-u,z)+fiû)}.

Similarly, *   »

(cl g) (o) = inf sup {do - v, w) + gÇô) }
w     V

for any concave function g.

Proof . This is immediate from the basic facts cl /= (/*)* and cl g =

(g*)*, together with the definitions of conjugacy for convex and concave func-

tions.

Lemma 4.  The convex and concave parents of a closed saddle function K

and its conjugate K* satisfy the identities fK*=~gR  and SK*=~fK-

Proof. This follows from Theorem 37.1 of [10] and the definitions of

convex and concave parent.

Lemma 5. Aef A and A  be as in Lemma 2, and assume (range A*) n

ri(dom A*) ¥= 0.  Let f and h (resp. g and k) denote the convex (resp.

concave) parents of K* and K*A*.   Then h(z, o) = (A2f(A*z, -))(o) and

k(u,w) = (Axg(-,A*w))(u).

Proof.  By Theorem 4 of [4], we know that dom K*A* = ^*"-dom A*.

Suppose zÊdomjA*^!*. Then h(z, •) is constantly  +°°. Also, A*z$
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domjA* implies f(A*z, •) is constantly  4- ~ and hence

(A2fiA*z, ■))(o) = inf{AA*xz,y)\A2y = v} = + °°,   Vu.

Now suppose z G domjA*yl*.  Since A*z G domjA*, Theorem 34.3 of [10]

implies that A*04*z, •) is a proper convex function with ri(dom K*(A*z, •)) =

ri(dom2A*).  Hence, from the hypothesis range A2 ñ ri(dom2A*) ^ 0  and

Theorem 16.3 of [10] it follows that

n(z,u) = (A*04Ïz, -)A2)*(o) = (A2K*(A*z, -)*)(o) = (A2f(A*z, -))(u)

for every  o.  This establishes the first identity.  The second is proved similarly.

Proof of Theorem 5.   Suppose that we have already shown that

-£«(". t, w, x) >fM(u, x, w, - t) and - fH(z, y, v, s) <gM(z, - s, o, y).

Since the partial conjugacy correspondence is involutory (by Theorem 1), we

can interchange the roles of  [H]   and   [Af]   in these inequalities to deduce

~gM(z> s> "> y) >fifc> y> v> - s)    and    - /aî(". x, w, t) < gH(u, - t, w, x).

From these four inequalities the two identities in the theorem are immediate.

To complete the proof, it therefore suffices to establish the first two inequalities

above. We shall demonstrate only the first, as the proof of the second is entirely

analogous.  From Lemma 5 we have the identity

fH,(u, t, w, x) = (A2fK,(A*(u, t), •)) (w, x).

Since fH* = -gH and fK* = -gK  by Lemma 4, this identity can be rewritten

as

-£//(". t, w, x) = inf {(-gK) (u, 0, r, w, U, x) }.
u

Now by the definition of A, gK(u, 0, /, w, u~, x) is equal to

inf   {dz, u) + (o, 0) + <y, t) - (dû, z> + do, w) - M(û, x, o, y)) }
z,v,y

which equals

that is,

inf \du -u,z) + inf {- do, w) + (y, t) +M(U, x, o, y) }>,
z    \ v,y )

inf <du - h, z) - sup {(o, w) + dy, - t) -M(U, x,o,y)}\.
z     \ v,y )

From the definition of convex parent it follows that

gK(u, 0, /, w, ü, x) = inf {du -u~,z)- fM(u, x,w,-t)}.
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Therefore

-gH(u, t, w, x) = inf sup {du -u,z)+ fM(û, x, w, - t)}
—      z
u

> sup inf {dû -u, z) + fM(û, x, w, - t) },
z      —

u

where the inequality is by Lemma 36.1 of [10].  Finally, consider the function

/ given by f=fM(', x, w, - t). Since fM is closed and convex, so is /

Hence, applying Lemma 3 with this /, we obtain

- gH(u, t, w, x) > (cl f) (u) = f(u) = fM(u, x, w, - t),

as desired.
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